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I 

Who am ‘I’? 

 

Know thyself 

 

‘Know thyself’ was the maxim given by the oracle at Delphi to those seeking the truth, 

because before we can say anything about any truth, we must first figure out who we 

are. That is why our search for the world’s hidden truth starts with ourselves. Who or 

what is this ‘self’? Who am ‘I’? 

 Ancient sources merely tell us: 

 I am not my body; 

 I am not my emotions;  

 I am not my thoughts. 

 

To this Buddha adds: ‘I am the witness of all these things.’ 

 We are not the person we see in the mirror. We inhabit that outward form and 

we observe our thoughts and emotions. We can watch ourselves from a distance so to 

speak. But who is the one doing the observing? The answer is ‘me’. 

 

Most of us are familiar with the idea that death is not the end of everything, that the 

loss of our body does not necessarily mean that we cease to exist. We can accept the 

fact that part of us lives on and that our body is nothing but a temporary shell. What 

continues after death is our essence. That core, that which we are in essence, is what 

Laurency calls the ‘monad’. The name comes from Pythagoras and means something 

like ‘core of conscious energy’. Everything is transient and everything will eventually 

die, with the exception of this core of consciousness. This core will last forever and 

provides us with a permanent sense of identity. This is the ‘witness’ that Buddha 

spoke of. This immortal core of consciousness is tied to our current body, to our ever-

changing thoughts and emotions. Our monad, however, remains the same, despite 

evolving over time to become better equipped to experience the subtlest emotions and 

the most complex thoughts. 

 

In short, we can distinguish between 

1. Our immortal monad, our essence; and 

2. Our mortal body with its thoughts and emotions. 

 

Thanks to the body the monad is aware of itself and its surroundings. After all, if we 

had neither sensory perceptions nor thoughts and emotions, we could have no 

awareness of our existence. The body we possess is the instrument providing our 

monad with information and the monad can only experience consciousness through 

this body. 

 Our monad, which came into being many millions of years ago, has steadily 

developed over time. At first it could only absorb the simplest experiences, but in the 

course of its evolution it has learnt to process increasingly complex information. 

 

1. Perhaps we began life as a pebble on the beach which slowly developed a certain 

degree of consciousness under the influence of changes in temperature and pressure. 



 

This made simple experiences possible which, in turn, gave rise to a primitive kind of 

‘physical consciousness’. 

2. Much later on in our evolution we may have become a small plant. By drawing on 

the light of the sun and nutrients from the earth we were able to develop a 

rudimentary form of ‘emotional consciousness’. 

3. Later still, we became an animal that developed a basic ‘mental consciousness’ by 

hunting for food. 

4. And now, as human beings, we are learning to further improve our physical, 

emotional and mental consciousness to be a springboard for growth towards the next 

level: soul consciousness. 

 

Monad 

 

Our monad, our essence, has allied itself to a suitable body in order to gather specific 

experiences. In the beginning this body is a pebble and when this stony envelope can 

no longer teach it anything new, the monad feels the need for another kind of body, 

one capable of offering new experiences. It then ‘incarnates’ as a plant until, after 

innumerable plant experiences, it has had enough of this form and acquires the body 

of an animal. 

 Pebbles come and go, plants and animals come and go, but our monad is 

immortal and develops slowly but surely with the aid of all of these different 

manifestations. Thanks to a plethora of new experiences, its consciousness grows 

until even the animal body no longer provides the necessary new input and our monad 

acquires a human form through which it continues its development. The body we now 

have and identify with is nothing other than an instrument utilized by our monad to 

gain experiences, allowing it to develop, life after life. The physical organism is a tool 

that is replaced when it is worn out. That is when we die and, after some time, are 

reborn. In other words, we are not our body or our emotions or our thoughts. What we 

are is a monad that uses these tools to gradually develop an increasingly powerful 

consciousness. 

 

One life is not enough to make the most of everything that the human level of 

existence has to offer. We need several, in each of which we add new knowledge to 

everything we have learnt in previous incarnations. This is how our consciousness 

grows. Through our physical, emotional and mental experiences, by trial and error, we 

will eventually become wiser and more loving. But just as we once discarded the 

mineral, vegetable and animal evolutionary stages, the time will come when we 

discard the human form and cease to be human. 

 ‘So who am I?’ we ask again. I am an immortal monad which, thanks to this 

body, is aware of its surroundings and which can carry on developing throughout its 

many incarnations until human existence has nothing new to offer. Without any 

further need for reincarnation, we can move on to levels of consciousness beyond 

human reach. As ‘divine beings’ we then embark on a new stage in our evolution. 

 

The development of consciousness 

 

The purpose of life is to increase consciousness and this is true for all monads in the 

universe regardless of their stage of development. The entire cosmos can therefore be 



 

regarded as one large consciousness project involving innumerable cores of 

consciousness. Once upon a time we embarked on our development as a dormant 

consciousness. Gradually this consciousness awakened until ultimately we became 

human. During our first human incarnations we were primitive egotists, interested 

only in our own survival, often at the expense of others. But over time this selfishness 

made way for a certain degree of compassion. While grappling with the problems life 

throws at us, we developed a sense of empathy with our fellow man. And one day we 

will fully connect with others, while still retaining our own individuality. Our 

consciousness will then merge with that of other monads, without us losing our sense 

of identity. 

 

The human phase of development, the stage at which we are now, enables us to 

establish a powerful self-awareness. The search for solutions to our everyday 

problems forces us to learn and to grow. And it is during this process that we evolve 

to become stronger and more independent characters, capable of looking after 

ourselves and others. This painstakingly achieved self-awareness will enable us, as 

unique individuals, to contribute to future cosmic development and come to 

understand that we are in fact at one with everything and everyone. Mystics and other 

sages have experienced the level of mystic unity, a state of consciousness in which we 

can experience a feeling of love and harmony with the whole of creation. The number 

of incarnations needed for this varies from individual to individual. Our sense of 

separation from others has its origins in our selfishness, and we can develop unity 

consciousness only by letting go of this egotism. One might say that we are about 

halfway through our ascent to the top of a mountain that overlooks a new reality in 

which we can experience unity with others. We are on the path from self-interest to 

unity consciousness. Every selfless act and every loving thought brings us a step 

closer to our target: the top of the mountain, i.e. collective consciousness. With every 

act aimed at furthering our own egos, we move down a little and away from our 

ultimate aim. The day we reach our final destination will be the day we realize that 

there is really only one all-encompassing consciousness of which we are all a part. 

 

Personal growth 

 

‘All humans are equal’ is the idealistic principle held by those who aspire to equal 

opportunities for all and a fair distribution of wealth. But is that true? Are we all equal? 

Assuming that we have all been through several lives and that each of us has had 

unique experiences, it would be fair to say that we are all different. All people are 

entirely equal yet simultaneously quite different. We are part of humanity as a whole, 

but that is where our similarities end. We differ in terms of age and life experiences, 

as well as in the number of incarnations we have had. Some have had only a few lives, 

leaving them with limited experiences and less nuanced insights, in the same way that 

children are less knowledgeable than adults. Others, the so-called ‘older souls’, who 

have had more opportunities to learn, embarked on their human evolution much 

earlier. The main reason for the great variation in our ideas about reality is the 

discrepancy in life experiences resulting from our many incarnations. Our 

consciousness development in this life, from baby to old age pensioner, bears a great 

resemblance to the development that takes place in successive incarnations. We can 

identify more or less fixed patterns with specific accents: 



 

 

1. We begin by developing our lower emotions, so we tend to behave selfishly at first. 

2. Next, we develop lower thoughts, enabling us to fulfil our emotional needs. 

3. Following on from this we develop our higher emotions, resulting in a desire to 

care for others. 

4. This will gradually create the space for higher thoughts, enabling us to develop 

complex insights that are independent of our emotions. 

5. Finally, the phase in which our soul consciousness develops inspires totally new 

ideas about our existence. 

 

We have a different kind of consciousness on all of these levels of development, that 

is to say, we experience ourselves and the world in a different way. On each level we 

hold a different truth just as we are motivated in new ways. Each phase will therefore 

generate distinct lessons and all of these lessons together teach us to become wiser 

people. 

 

Answers 

 

Drawing on Henry Laurency’s esoteric wisdom, we will explore all of these levels of 

consciousness and work out their practical implications in the next few chapters, 

before investigating how we can stimulate their development. Laurency’s unusual 

approach may need some getting used to at first, but in time a surprising, new 

perspective will open up which, on closer inspection, seems patently obvious. It will 

give rise to an explanatory model that answers all of our existential questions and 

invites us to view ourselves and the world in a different way. It is important that we 

accept nothing as dogma, but continue to cast a critical eye over everything we are 

told. Our development is aimed at making us self-aware and independent individuals 

and for this we must find our own truth. 

  



 

II 

The principles of Henry Laurency 

 

Primordial atoms 

 

The entire universe is made up of an inconceivably large number of the minutest 

particles, known as primordial atoms. Infinitely smaller than the atoms we know from 

physics, they form the basic material of everything that exists. As they cannot be split 

into even smaller particles, they are indestructible. 

 Although completely unimaginable to us, primordial atoms can be compared 

to a bundle of miniscule strings. These strings are activated under the influence of all 

the processes taking place in the universe, such as the birth and death of stars and 

planets. This causes the properties of the primordial atom to change. It acquires 

consciousness and gradually comes to life. From then on we call it a ‘monad’. In 

essence each of us is such a conscious primordial atom, a monad, and because 

primordial atoms are indestructible, we are all immortal. 

 

A primordial atom is a material particle that carries a potential consciousness. Over 

time this consciousness will slowly awaken and undergo further development. The 

primordial atoms’ two properties matter and consciousness are joined by a third: 

energy. 

 Matter, consciousness and energy form the basis of all primordial atoms and 

because the entire universe consists of these atoms, everything has a material aspect, a 

consciousness aspect and an energy aspect. One cannot exist without the other two, 

but the internal relationships between matter, consciousness and energy can vary 

considerably. The evolution of the universe is geared towards the ongoing 

consciousness development of all primordial atoms, thus facilitating a shift from the 

material to the consciousness aspect. This will ultimately bring the entire universe to 

life. 

 

A mathematical classification 

 

Although Laurency’s esoteric vision encompasses the entire process of change, it 

focuses primarily on our human evolution and its levels of development. On a cosmic 

level, he identifies 49 different worlds, each of which has its own form of matter, 

consciousness and energy. They all exist simultaneously and occupy the same space. 

We as human beings are familiar with three of these 49 worlds: 

 

 The tangible, physical world; 

 The world of emotions; and 

 The world of thoughts. 

 

Each of the successive worlds is made up of increasingly fine matter, allowing these 

worlds to penetrate one another, in the same way as fluid saturates a sponge. And the 

finer the matter is the more important the consciousness aspect is in that world. We 

can therefore make a distinction between a coarse-material world in which matter 

dominates (and consciousness has only just awakened) and increasingly fine-material 



 

worlds in which the consciousness aspect dominates and the material aspect has lost 

most of its significance. (We will leave the energy aspect aside for now.) 

 

Laurency describes the highest world, the one with the finest matter and the most 

divine level of consciousness, as World 1. From thereon the lower levels are given 

higher numbers, up to the coarsest material level of World 49. This is the world of our 

everyday, earthly reality. 

 Moving in reverse order from coarse (World 49) to fine (World 1), the 

successive levels form a consciousness ladder. The lowest rung represents the 

physical world (49), the next rung up brings us to the emotional world (48) and the 

third rung up represents the mental world (47), including the level of the soul. With 

each step up, the consciousness aspect gains in importance at the expense of the 

material aspect. Only the bottom rung, World 49, is dominated by matter. 

 

Laurency’s mathematical notation clearly shows the levels across which 

consciousness can extend, with our human development largely confined to the 

bottom three rungs of the ladder, that is to say, we are still in the early stages of our 

journey. The higher rungs, 46, 45, 44, etc. up to 1, are not accessible to ‘ordinary’ 

people and the experiences on those levels are beyond our reach for now. Our 

unfamiliarity with these higher worlds explains why we have so little insight into both 

ourselves and the meaning of our lives. 

 

Overview I 

 

level 49: the physical world 

level 48: the emotional world 

level 47: the mental and the causal world (thoughts and the soul) 

level 46: the world of the essential or unity consciousness (‘unio mystica’) 

level 45: the world described with the terms nirvana or atman 

levels 44 to 1: the worlds entirely beyond the powers of our imagination 

 

From a material perspective one might say that each ‘higher’ world is made up of 

increasingly fine matter that can freely penetrate each ‘lower’ world without being 

noticed. In other words, we are always among all 49 worlds, but we can see and touch 

only one: our physical reality (49). 

From a consciousness perspective one might say that each of the 49 worlds has its 

own, wholly distinctive experience of consciousness. This means that there are 49 

forms of consciousness of which, roughly speaking, we know only three from 

experience: physical consciousness, emotions and thoughts. 

 

Bodies 

 

We need a dedicated body in order to function in all of these different worlds. 

 In the physical world (49) we have a physical body at our disposal, which 

allows us, among other things, to see, hear and move. This physical body consists of 

two parts: the coarse organism that we can see and feel and a fine, etheric body. The 

latter is a subtle energy field that drives our organism so to speak. It is invisible to the 

naked eye, but crucial for the condition and survival of the organism. 



 

 In the emotional world (48) we have an emotional body which enables us to 

taste the ‘atmosphere’ of our surroundings and experience our feelings, such as those 

of happiness and sorrow. Because this emotional body consists of emotional matter it 

is invisible in the physical world. 

 In the mental world (47) we function with the help of a mental body that 

enables us to think. Again, we cannot see this body in our physical reality. 

 For the upper regions of the mental world we have an extra body at our 

disposal: the causal body that accommodates our soul and provides access to the 

causal world. 

 These different bodies enable us to function in several worlds at once and to 

acquire consciousness experiences there. For example, we can go for a walk (physical 

world), be happy about it (emotional world) and figure out the shortest route home 

(mental world). Meanwhile Worlds 46 to 1 remain hidden to us, as we do not have the 

appropriate bodies to function in them. We lack the instruments necessary to see those 

worlds. 

 

All of these worlds are extremely complex and the same is true for the different 

bodies we possess. For example, the physical world (and by extension our physical 

body) consists not only of ‘solid matter’ but also of ‘liquid’ and ‘gas’, bringing us to 

three kinds of physical matter already. These are the elements that the ancient 

alchemists used to refer to as ‘earth’, ‘water’ and ‘air’. Then there is the etheric 

material that surrounds and penetrates our organism (the ‘fire’ of the alchemists). The 

etheric body functions as an energy field for our organism, controlling it and giving us 

a sense of vitality. This body too is made up of various sub-levels. 

 Likewise the emotional world forms a complex reality made up of different 

levels. Take love and hate, for example. Both are emotional consciousness 

experiences, but they rank differently within the emotional world. The lower-

emotional level accommodates our negative and selfish feelings, while loving and 

altruistic experiences dominate on the higher-emotional level. 

 There are similar distinctions in the mental world, with simple thoughts (low-

mental), complex and abstract thoughts (higher mental) and, in the highest regions of 

the mental world, the soul consciousness. 

 Each world can therefore be subdivided into 7 sub-levels; these too are 

numbered, with the lowest figure referring to the finest and the highest figure to the 

coarsest aspect. This allows us to refine our overview: 

 

Overview II 

 

Level 49: the physical world (in which we function with the help of our physical 

body and have our physical and sensory experiences) 

 

level 49: 7 the coarsest level: solid matter or ‘earth’ 

level 49: 6 slightly more subtle: liquid or ‘water’ 

level 49: 5 even more subtle: gas or ‘air’ 

level 49: 1-4 the successive layers of the etheric body: ‘fire’ 

 

Level 48: the emotional world (in which we function with the help of our emotional 

body, allowing us to experience emotions) 



 

level 48: 4-7 the lower emotions, with primarily selfish feelings  

level 48: 1-3 the higher emotions, with primarily altruistic feelings 

 

Level 47: the mental world (in which we function with the help of our mental and 

causal body, allowing us to experience thoughts and causal intuition) 

 

level 47: 6-7 lower thinking, linked to emotions 

level 47: 4-5 higher thinking, independent of emotions 

level 47: 1-3 the causal body with soul consciousness 

 

In each of these different worlds we rely on different bodies and the development of 

our consciousness involves optimizing these bodies, allowing them to function 

increasingly well in their respective worlds. Our bodies are the tools we need for 

acquiring consciousness experiences and the more refined these tools are the more 

specific these experiences can be. 

 Together, our subtle bodies (etheric, emotional, mental and causal) form our 

aura. Laurency tends to refer to these bodies as ‘envelopes’, to indicate that they 

merely enclose our monad. He calls the physical body ‘organism’. We have adopted 

his terminology in this book, but retained the term ‘bodies’ because it is a familiar one 

to many people. 

 

Higher wisdom 

 

Each new world opens up a reality that is incomparable with and much more complex 

than all previous worlds. Each higher level can be said to add a new dimension and a 

new insight to what has gone before. This is why our thinking (level 47) gives us a 

better insight into reality than our emotions (level 48) or our sensory perceptions 

(level 49). At the same time the higher worlds encompass all the lower ones, which is 

why our thinking gives us access to our emotions and physical experiences, but not 

the other way around; at an emotional level we cannot think rationally. Higher levels 

feature higher truths and these can give us a more complete picture of reality. So if we 

want to know more about ourselves and about the meaning of our lives, we have to 

progress to a higher level of consciousness. At present humanity is familiar only with 

the lowest levels of existence, so that our truth is extremely limited and, by definition, 

we cannot have a very profound insight into the complex nature of our lives. From a 

cosmic perspective we are babies with extremely limited comprehension. 

 The level on which we function can only give us information about things 

pertaining to our familiar reality; it has little to say about the higher worlds. Within 

our emotionality we know nothing about thinking, within our thinking we are ignorant 

of the soul and within the soul we have no knowledge of all the worlds above and 

beyond. We cannot know first-hand what will be visible ‘above’ us; we are only 

familiar with what is ‘below’ us. Levels of consciousness that are higher than those at 

which we function are by definition beyond our reach. In our daily lives we are 

actually not aware of their existence, an excuse for many people to deny their 

existence altogether. The truth at those higher levels is of an entirely different order 

compared to our own truth and that is why any knowledge professing to be from those 

levels is a source of confusion. How do we know whether or not it is true? The best 

way to assess the reliability of this kind of information is to work out for ourselves 



 

whether it is consistent with the qualities that we ascribe to such a sublime level. All 

higher worlds are characterized by a sense of love and belonging and respect for 

people’s free will. A so-called ‘higher wisdom’ that is loveless or dogmatic, or that 

seeks to impose a particular opinion, is therefore by definition no higher wisdom. We 

can also look at whether the information is in harmony with reality as we know it. A 

higher truth may not contradict our physical reality. But what it can do is throw a new 

light on this reality, so that we experience it differently. 

 

Laurency’s contribution 

 

Although Laurency’s vision has a lot in common with those of other esoteric writers, 

among them Alice Bailey, he has added some significant new ideas to the esoteric 

body of thought. 

 

 To begin with, he writes that all the primordial atoms that make up the 

universe have three aspects: matter, consciousness and energy. This is why 

everything has material, energy and consciousness properties, albeit it in 

different proportions. 

 Secondly, he introduces the concept of ‘monad’ to refer to what we are in 

essence; in other words, to our ‘self’. Other authors either have no term for 

this or distinguish between a ‘higher self’ and a ‘lower self’. The term ‘monad’ 

is also used in other esoteric writing, but in an entirely different sense. 

 Laurency’s third contribution is his mathematical notation for all the different 

levels of development, in order to avoid misunderstanding. Although this 

numerical system says nothing concrete about the level in question, it clearly 

demonstrates the hierarchy of the different levels. 

 Finally, Laurency starts from the premise that everything is one and subject to 

the immutable laws governing the universe. 

 


